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the colmtjn2. ··balsed assumes the existence of counter with two 
The first the counter to the 

i.e. the other addend. 

After and five variations of the Groen and Parkman 
concluded that the best for the model was the minimum addend. Total 

response time for the counter to the was time to set the counter and the 
UI-"""<'uv'U of time to increment the counter and minimum addend. 

",,.,)1;,,, ....... their pel~tolrm;mc:e 

and their sum, 
difference between false response time and false response 

nn"un,p response was faster than the false one, response times varied as 
a function of the minimum of the two response times varied as 
function of the sum of the two addends. 

The most result of the above IOl<IUUH"'UV between the size of the 
minimum addend and the res,po:nse 

unconscious ,,,,,mttTHT 

and then the value is incremented 
UHUHe""'« addend. 

associative confusion was 54 msec. 
nonassociative confusion msec. versus 695.5 

the that arithmetic n",.,,..<>t,,.,,,, 

In order to avoid the technical difficulties of 
such as verbal response 

COlnnlex numerical responses, Restle n,..p<p"" .. ", a 

the 

in an addition-verification task. Subject had to decide whether the sum was true or 



lunuu~;" indicates that false 
is small than when the 
sum stated in addition 



sum TPf1r1P'IP(1 

from memory. It can 
the Ashcraft and 

different nOltaUon.al "'J"ff'm~ 
characteristics. 
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memory. L'le case the difference between the stated 
seems there is a Lvl'''''''''-'''' 

difference whether 

pn)pcments of 

of two 
sums became mcre<llsmgl} 

aelDe!Ule:(\ on retrieval of the correct 
IJn'V"wAU has not been solved properly in 

response 

Discussion 

no clear cut solution whether 
slgmt!caJ[1U~ different from 

and the 

for the correct sum was the 

"'1''''''V''"' of Roman numerals and Arabic numerals 1 , 
results showed that response time on the notational characteristics of the 
Roman and and also on the In the fastest response time 
for false and false instances were condition AAA + Arabic = 

and the slowest ones were condition RRR + Roman == with other 
conditions were in between. 



in 
verification task. The odd-even rule 
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be odd odd 

ArlrL,,,,p." rule is violated whenever 
of odd 





lou mal 

A Chronometric 
329-343, 
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of addition, 

2 x 2 = 5 looks so wrong: on the odd-even rule in 
& 141-149. 

+ 2 =: 5 looks so wrong: on the odd-even 
171-180. 

lourtUll 

addition and 

Boston: 
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